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howardrosen@miamisao.com;
Judith Futerfas

To let you know about more recent h_ll, please see the italicized second paragraph below and
bottom yellow highlights. I do believe these attorneys were also subject to outside
influence. They stepped off the case yesterday. My question to Mr. Georges-Pierre about
outside communication (highlighted bottom yellow) never was answered. I had offered to send
them the same documents/emails I had sent you but they did not request them and only knew
about the UM firing aspect and other things mentioned in those documents (i.e. Herna's threat
against my life, my cousin's murder at Bethesda East, etc.).
Judith Futerfas
786-585-4769
From: Judith Futerfas <jfuter@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 5:45 PM
To: Anthony M. Georges-Pierre
Cc: Max Horowitz; Patrick Nitchman; Rainier Regueiro, Esq.; agpassistant@rgpattorneys.com; Judith
Futerfas
Subject: Very serious concerns Other ? Re: Possible job, legal implications
Dear Mr. Georges-Pierre,
Sorry about the length of this note -- I am not sure you are so familiar with my concerns for outside
intrusiveness; another recent, horrid example is described below. I did mention related issues I have
highlighted below -- timing of things, often associated with extreme knowledge of my personal
information, including involving others around me -- as though someone is eavesdropping on phone
conversations, and/or has some other source for personal information? As I have written in my
documentation, horrid things also ofttimes occurring before and/or after situations, seemingly as if in
association? (This has happened enough times that it appears to be a definitive pattern -- more than
chance. I also have other horrid documentation in these regards, that was also sent to authorities,
should you care to view. You have a small portion that I had sent out within past months, including to
the FLCRC. This information also went to Governor Scott, Pam Bondi, Katherine Fernandez-Rundle,
Florida Supreme Court, FLDOE, FLBOG, etc.)

There was recently an initial offer of employment, after multiple applications to several
hospitals. However, I did not accept this position for several concerning reasons. I am sure something
else, more comfortable to me and appropriate for my skills and experience, will surely come along, and
hopefully soon... There's not that many CTRs, and not many with my years of work. This job offer was
within days after I found out about the severe illness of a family member (via phone) -- this was kept
private from most of the family for a number of years. Because of this lone job offer, with my many
years of experience and after applying to multiples of jobs, and the concerning illness, and also as with

Joan M. (who I believed was murdered in Bethesda Hospital East), among other things, I have concerns
for illegal surveillance of me and my family members. Horridly as well, this seemingly new job recruiting
company (I had never heard of them before), was called "Galileo" (Search, LLC), and their icon is an
image of a man with a telescope seemingly staring into space. The Galileo ad came out about a week
before I knew about this person's illness. The recruiter said this (CTR) is not a typical position for them to
manage and was a favor to the hospital as they worked with them a lot in other areas. I was given a
tentative job offer after I responded negatively to the recruiter and her comment, "Have a wonderful
evening" -- this was within days after I had learned about this person's (advanced) illness (via phone). (I
had replied, "Well, I don't know about a wonderful night but the thought is a good one...") This ill
relative apparently has been having vision trouble as well as other problems. (This is in another State but
the FBI, CIA, and medical-industrial complex have a long reach. It is no secret the CIA has a long-time,
illegal foothold at UM and in the County [they should not be operating stateside, and probably not at all
in their current iteration].) On May 31 I received another Indeed job recruitment email including a
company called, "Staffing the Universe", never heard of them before either. I doubt the latter agency is a
legitimate staffing company, and have concerns about this entire recent job timeline and scenario. I do
not need to go into the absurdity of their names and horrid coincidences with my situation and severe
family illness. Two weekends past, while handing out my US pocket constitutions (I have a site called
ourconstitution.info), a lady and her two children came to my table. The children had "Star Wars" shirts
on. The mother signed my email list with "galaxy003@msn.com". Her name is Debbie and phone (she
said) 305-409-6061. I wish I had taken their picture, they were a set-up I am sure. She told me about a
recent Infowars (owner/moderator Alex Jones) interview with two lawyers speaking about the Clintons,
which I could not locate. I emailed her and of course have not heard back. This type of harassment and
antagonism is exactly what Truman and others have warned of regarding the Intelligence Apparatus. It
is a disgrace to our Founders, history, and society. It is unethical and an obvious attempt to stir up
trouble (albeit in this instance on a much more minimal scale then say, protests or war), as Truman,
Eisenhower, and others have stated and/or alluded to, to justify continued existence of these agencies. It
could also just be more horrid and hateful harassment from UM and the County -- they've also got their
illegal and unethical acts down pat, perhaps lessons well learned from the CIA?

Are we all to fear these monstrosities of an unconstitutional bureaucracy, with no one with any power
speaking out against them? In fact, I have communicated with many governmental oversight
organizations, and they all appear to be ignoring my information, and/or rationalizing the complaints as
"no proof", and/or possibly cowering in fear. When there is this much "circumstantial" information as I
have reported (you did not receive the 70 pages, 6-7 emails detailing much more of just this type of hell
[but much more serious] although I offered to send it to you -- please let me know), at a minimum an
investigation is warranted. Moreover, with the high-level technology that we have today, the old
definition of "proof" takes on a whole new meaning. Indeed, due to the high-level lethality CERTAIN
people and agencies/professions DO possess, we must now look deeper and beyond only obvious
killings such as gunshot or commonly used poison ... No one is above the Law, nor beneath it. If this
type of retaliation and horror continues to exist, for whatever reason, America is headed for even
greater tyranny, unlike any seen elsewhere, or ever, in history.
What about calling witnesses, deposing people as asked below? Also, the last question highlighted
below on "outside" contact -- what about that? As described, all in all, this appears to be a much more
horridly vicious, serious situation than the term illegal retaliation alone connotes, as awful as that has

been. Do you think we should consult with a criminal attorney as my complaints most certainly contain
(at a minimum concern for) these elements -- in terms of trial procedure, questions, etc? Perhaps law
enforcement needs to be further involved? (I have reported to them several times as you know.) Do
you know anymore about 2011 and what other information UM gave my attorneys, why the case was
dismissed, etc? That information may also be important.
As you know, the UM employee Arias Morales apparently has/had a relative in the FBI -- I have never
received the first call from them, although (as you also know), I had sent them several complaints. Arias
had pointedly told me about her FBI connection around the 2011 legal time-frame. I have very credible
reasons to believe that someone is using information from overhearing phone calls, to accentuate
these situations of cause and effect. My phone and email have been hacked as well as those of other
family members ... no doubt (illegal) eavesdropping has occurred (I am sure for other reasons as
well). As mentioned, through the years, Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, and others have warned of the
rise of the military-industrial complex and their creating problems to justify their existence. These
agencies do indeed seem to operate, in many respects at the very least, at a level that is clearly
antithetical to the Constitution and to our American values. The FBI has been involved in similar
activities, including extrajudicial killings, since or before COINTELPRO in the 60's. It is quite concerning
that these entities may be involved in my situation; some of this horror, as I have documented, is
extremely high-level (including lethality), and high-tech. As we know, these actions are also not beyond
the power and/or ethics of UM or the State. As my documentation shows, the State was not interested
in hearing my complaints about UM overseeing FCDS (i.e. its own data/my overseer the State Tumor
Registry), or about the UM cancer data manipulations (leading to violations of State law) -- referring me
back to UM ... Certainly collusion and conspiracy are also elements of crime. Very, very serious concerns
and just wondering as well if there are any other steps you recommend being taken in these
regards. Thank you again, Judy
(Last paragraphs from this emailed note not included here.)

